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This classic student text, used by tens of thousands of law students for over 40 years, has been

revised to reflect changes in caselaw, changes in bankruptcy practices, and changes in bankruptcy

casebooks. Today's bankruptcy courses are now much more than just the automatic stay, avoiding

powers, and discharge. As bankruptcy classes have become more comprehensive, more students

have found that this book helps them better comprehend reading assignments, class discussions,

and exam questions.
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Easy to read and helpful. It's probably just hard to gear it toward a particular depth of knowledge. It's

more geared toward figuring out an exam which is what I needed it for, but if you don't, I'm not sure

how helpful that would be.

The textbook was pretty dreadful- this was at least readable. I wish I started reading it during the

semester and not just while studying at the end!

There are so many typos that it is impossible to trust whether any given statement was supposed to

have a "not" in it.

My Bankruptcy outline would have been incomprehensible without the aid of this nutshell. It broke

the bankruptcy process into digestible chunks and conveyed the information in a clear, relatively



concise manner. A great supplement.

Got me comfortable enough with concepts to discuss matter with Trustee

This one just isn't. I also did not particularly care for the craven way in which the author admitted he

was just helping law students issue-spot, rather than, first and foremost, explaining the law.
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